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Abstract. Reliable estimates of neutrino-nucleus reactions in the resonance region play an important role in the on-going
and planned neutrino oscillation experiments. We report onour recent analysis on the neutrino-nucleus reaction in thedelta
excitation region with the use of neutrino pion production amplitudes calculated in a dynamical model of electroweak pion
production reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well recognized that the precise knowledge of neu-
trino nucleus reaction cross section is of importance in
analyzing neutrino oscillation experiments. In particu-
lar neutrino reaction around incident neutrino energies
around 1GeV play a prominent role in many case. To ob-
tain estimates of the relevant cross sections, one must at
present rely on theory and much theoretical efforts has
been invested to provide estimation of neutrino nucleus
cross section. In the neutrino nucleus reaction around
1GeV, the main reaction mechanism is expected to be
quasi-elastic scattering and pion production process. For
quasi-elastic scattering the relevant transition operator
are known and the main theoretical issue is how to in-
corporate the various nuclear effects. As for the pion pro-
duction process in addition to the nuclear effects the tran-
sition operator for the pion production process needed to
be carefully studied. In this paper, we report on our dy-
namical model of the weak pion production reaction and
the application of the model for the quasi-elastic and the
delta production region and also the coherent pion pro-
duction reactions.

DYNAMICAL MODEL OF PION
PRODUCTION REACTION

We start from the effective Hamiltonian of pion-nucleon
system with the pion,the nucleon and the delta resonance
degrees of freedom.

H = H0 + ΓJN→∆ + ΓπN→∆ + vπN,πN + vπN,JN + h.c.,

(1)

whereH0 is the free Hamiltonian,v represent the non-
resonant pion-nucleon and the non-resonant weak pion

production interactions, whileΓ is responsible for the
creation and destruction of bare delta resonance. The
non-resonant interactions are derived from the meson
exchange model and consistent with those from the
nonlinear chiral effective Lagrangian. By solving the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation based on the above ef-
fective Hamiltonian,we obtain the weak pion production
amplitude as

Tπ ,J = tπ ,J +
Γ̄∆→πN Γ̄JN→∆

E −m0
∆ −Σ(E)

. (2)

The first termtπJ is the non-resonant amplitude arising
from the interactionv, while the second term represents
the resonant amplitude involving the dressed vertexΓ̄.

The parameters of the model for the strong interaction
are determined by analysing the pion-nucleon scattering.
Then the bare parameters ofγ∗N∆ vertex is determined
by analysing the extensive data of pion photo and elec-
troproduction reactions. The axial vectorN∆ transition
form factor is parametrized as

g∗A(Q2) = g∗A(0)R(Q2)FD(Q2), (3)

where FD(Q2) = 1/(1 + Q2/M2
A)2 is the axial vector

form factor of nucleon withMA = 1.02GeV , R(Q2) =

(1+ aQ2)e−bQ2
, which is determined from the analysis

of the pion electroproduction reaction andgA(Q2
0) =

√

72/25gA(0) using SU(6) quark model withgA(0) =
1.26. Further detailed description of the model is given
in Ref. [1] for the charged current and in Ref. [2] for the
neutral current reaction.

The role of the non-resonant mechanism is significant
for the neutrino-nucleon reaction. The energy spectrum
of νe + N → e− + π + N reaction withEe = 1GeV is
shown in Fig. 1, where the full result is shown in the solid
curve and the contribution of only the resonant amplitude
is shown in dashed curves in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1. Neutrino induced pion production reaction
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FIGURE 2. Total cross sections ofN(νµ ,µ−π)N reactions predicted by the dynamical model.

The prediction of the total cross sections are compared
with the data in Fig. 2, which agree reasonably well with
the data for three pion channels.

The theoretical model of weak pion production, in par-
ticular axial vectorN∆ transition form factorg∗A, cannot
be well constrained from the available experimental data
of neutrino-nucleon cross sections. One possible oppor-
tunity to determineg∗A is the parity violating asymmetry
A of N(~e,e′) reaction[2]. The asymmetry is given as

A =
dσ(he = +1)−dσ(he = −1)

dσ(he = +1)+ dσ(he = −1)

= − Q2GF√
24πα

[2−4sin2 θW + ∆V + ∆A]. (4)

To demonstrate how the asymmetry depends on the axial
N∆ form factor,Q2 dependence of∆A atW = 1.232MeV
and the scattering angleθ = 110o is shown in Fig. 3. The
non-resonant contribution (dotted curve) is very small
and the full results(solid curve) is dominated by the
contribution ofg∗A.

QE NEUTRINO SCATTERING

We consider the charge-current neutrino nucleus reaction
ν(pν)+ i(Pi)→ l(pl)+ f (Pf ). The cross section formula
for this reaction is given as

dσ
dEldΩi

=
pl

pν

G2
F cosθ 2

c

8π2 LµνW µν (5)
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FIGURE 3. Parity violating asymmetry term∆A

whereLµν is the lepton tensor. The hadron tensorWµν is
given as

W µν = ∑
i, f

(2π)3δ 4(Pf + pl −Pi− pν)

× < f |Jµ |i >< f |Jν |i >∗ . (6)

The hadron tensor is calculated for the single pion
production process and the quasi-free nucleon knockout
process[3].

The nuclear correlation for the initial state is taken
into account by using the spectral functionP(~p,E) ob-
tained in Ref. [4] and the Pauli Blocking of the final out-
going nucleon is approximately included with the factor
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FIGURE 4. The differential cross section for theν12
e C → e− + X reaction atEν = 1GeV andθ = 30o(left panel) and

e− +12C → e− +X at Ee = 1.1GeV withθE = 37.5o(right panel).

θ (|~p′− pF). The weak pion production amplitude in the
Laboratory frame is calculated from the Lorentz trans-
formation of the amplitude in the center of mass system
of πN.

The differential cross section forν12
e C → e− + X is

shown in the left panel in Fig. 4. The bump at lower en-
ergy is due to quasi-elastic nucleon knockout, while the
higher energy bump is due to the∆ resonance excitation.
To test the validity of our approach, we apply the same
calculational framework to thee− +12C → e− + X reac-
tion and compare the results with the experimental data.
The general trend of the data is reproduced well in partic-
ular the magnitude of the cross section in the delta reso-
nance region. However our calculation gives a dip struc-
ture that is somewhat too deep. This feature suggests that
we need to go beyond the impulse approximation and/or
employ more elaborate treatment of nuclear correlation
effects.

COHERENT PION PRODUCTION

We give a brief report of our study on the coherent pion
production reaction in the neutrino nucleus scattering[5].
Our approach is based on the combined use of the dy-
namical model of the weak pion production reaction
given in section 2 and the delta-hole model of pion-
nucleus reaction to achieve a unified description of the
pion nucleus scattering and the coherent pion produc-
tion reaction. The analysis are carried out for the case
of 12C target. All the parameters of the model are fixed
by analysing both total and elastic differential cross sec-
tions of pion12C scattering. The validity of the model is
confirmed by comparing our prediction with the data of
coherent pion photoproduction.

To compare our predictions with the data, the cross
section of the neutrino induced coherent pion production
is obtained by averaging over the neutrino flux. The
obtained charge current cross section(ν̄µ +12C → µ+ +

π− +12Cgr) σCC
ave is compared with the report of K2K[6]

experimentσK2K as

σCC
ave = 6.3×10−40cm2 (7)

σK2K < 7.7×10−40cm2. (8)

For NC process, our resultσNC
ave may be compared with

Ref. [7]σMiniBooNE ,

σNC
ave = 2.8×10−40 (9)

σMiniBooNE = 7.7±1.6±3.6×10−40cm2 (10)

Our results are consistent with the empirical values, al-
though the theoretical value of NC cross section is rather
smaller than the empirical central value.
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